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UAWG

• Developed 5 regional Investments - $16,242,000
  – 1. Enhance Regional Collaboration/Coordination-Command & Control
  – 2. Enhance Public Health & Medical Preparedness and Response
  – 3. Enhance CBRNE Detection-IED Attack Deterrence & Response
  – 4. Strengthen Public-Private Partnerships to Support/Sustain Critical Infrastructure and Key Resources
  – 5. Enhance Citizen Preparedness and Public Outreach
Agenda

- Explanation of the process
- Advocacy presentations
- Voting Round 1
- Voting Round 2
- Voting Round 3
Round 1 Voting

- Voting on each investment
- Select 2 components listed on the voting form identified by a number (for example 2-7)
- Each selected component = 3 points
- Tally voting and rank items
- Cross check and total LETPP Requirement
Round 2 Voting

- Voting on each investment
- Select 1 component listed on the voting form identified by a number (for example 2-7)
- Each selected component = 2 points
- Tally voting and rank items
- Cross check and total LETPP Requirement
Round 3 Voting

- Voting on each investment
- Select 1 component listed on the voting form identified by a number (for example 2-7)
- Each selected component = 1 points
- Tally voting and rank items
- Cross check and total LETPP Requirement
What about tie votes?

- UAWG resolves tie votes with voice vote to determine ranking (ex. Three components with a final score of 17 would be ranked based on the voice vote of the UAWG)
LETTP

- Verify LETPP Grant requirement of 25% at the following benchmarks:

  $4$ million $= \$1,000,000$

  $5$ million $= \$1,250,000$

  $6$ million $= \$1,500,000$

  $7$ million $= \$1,750,000$

  $8$ million $= \$2,000,000$
LETPP Not Met?

- UAWG approves a motion from the floor to move the next lower LETPP component up the list to the point that assures compliance.
Advocacy Presentations

- 10 minutes per investment
Round 1 Voting

- Voting on each investment
- Select 2 components listed on the voting form identified by a number (for example 2-7)
- Each selected component = 3 points
- Tally voting and rank items
- Cross check and total LETPP Requirement
Round 2 Voting

- Voting on each investment
- Select 1 component listed on the voting form identified by a number (for example 2-7)
- Each selected component = 2 points
- Tally voting and rank items
- Cross check and total LETPP Requirement
Round 3 Voting

• Voting on each investment
• Select 1 component listed on the voting form identified by a number (for example 2-7)
• Each selected component = 1 points
• Tally voting and rank items
• Cross check and total LETPP Requirement
Finished

• We now have a complete set of spending priorities
What’s Next?

• Expect notification of award between July 28-August 10, 2008

• Additional meetings (2) will be scheduled in the next 60 days to:
  finalize the equipment list - determine consultant support needed - approve RFP language for consultant services
• Thank you!